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My pieces of work stem from manual processes of handmade manufacturng, 
using traditional techniques such as lamination, filigree, reticulation, 
and repousse. Beyond the craftsmanship of objects, studying and 
identifying the essential elements of various techniques guides each 
pieces to its final form. These pieces play off of many themes, including 
the observation of places, human expressions, shapes, colors and 
materials research. My designs reflect my personal understanding of space 
and the relationship between jewelry and the body.
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The project emerges from the 
recognition of natural complexity. 
Exploring the association of human 
and natural elements, I created a 
series of necklaces that trigger 
the body and make their presence 
significant.



necklace•650mm•
       cardboard, plastic, coral, silver



necklace•600mm•
       cardboard, silver, lava,labradorite



The spines of a sea urchin, long and sharp in some species, protect the urchin 
from predators. They inflict a painful wound when they penetrate human skin. But 
what happens when they become part of human body?

Repeated shapes are irregularly grouped in order to build various forms. The 
project theme is praised by the apparent sense of attraction and repulsion 
between the different materials, giving in the end a sense of inconvenience.



How does nature occur in jewellery?

On one hand, using it directly, “in the raw.”
On the other hand, imitating it in a more or less synthetic or abstract way.



branch•165mm x 2mm•
silver, copper





Technology reshape our relationship to objects.We are dealing with a great 
revolution ,a revolution in access; access to technologically enabled design, 
manufacturing and distribution tools.

In this design I tried to combine the hand production with the computer-aided 
design and manufacturing technologies.  
The rings are cad-designed and cutted on plexiglass with CNC machine, 
thus the stone setting is handmaded.I created a series of rings that are 
flexible,changable and unique.

rings•8mm•
silver, plexiglass,gems



earrings•60mm x 1mm•
copper,silver,sandblasting



The geometrical structure of the jewel is founded by 
the combination of squares. Where the most simple and 
basic architectural shape is repeated, perspective and 
illusion become more profound. Using visual clues, a three-
dimensional object is constructed from a two-dimensional 
representation. What intrigued me was the fact that even a 
person with perfect vision is still susceptible to optical 
illusions. Our perception of the contemporary world is not 
without a certain amount of misreading.



The in-between space is a space that intervenes between one thing and another. 
This “gap” in-between other things is, to me, a curious place. The gap between 
our fingers is an in-between space—a space that I found really interesting. 
During the design process, I tried to understand this space and find its 
significance. Finally, I designed 3 in-between spaces: two volumes between the 
fingers and a ‘finger’ between the volumes.



ring•30mm x 30mm•
silver,copper



I called this piece of work “my own diamond”.



bracelet•850mm x 900mm•
           silver wire, silver, gem



The traditional use of the technique that gives complexity to an object is 
inverted to allow the reading of its elementariness. Through my personal 
understanding, the basic elements that define the filigree technique is the filum, 
a metal thread; and the granum, a grain.

Combining these elements with the isolated use of the structural system of 
filigree, the frame, I created a story which is still open-ended..



necklace•850mm•
             silver wire, filigree



Repousse is an old technique for creating 3-dimensional relief in sheet metal. 
It is a direct method of sculpting metal using simple hand tools and hammers, 
and there is no loss of material when forming metal with these techniques. In 
this experimental piece of work, I tried to transform the metal into a textile, 
increasing its capacity for deformation.

branch•40mm•
           silver, oxydized silver





necklace•600mm•
bracelet•800mm x 850mm•

branch•120mm x 5mm•

     reticulation, silver, gold paper sheet



The textile of a scratch paper was the main component for 
this experiment. Using the technique of reticulation and 
golded paper sheet as working tolls, I created a set that 
is scratched but still valuable.
What remains precious nowadays is the meaning behind the 
jewel.
Gold is the color of the paper in the end.



Some of the finest examples of craftsmanship from Portugal inspired me to 
create a pair of earrings, keeping a traditional frame. The challenge of the 
competition was to redesign a traditional masterpiece with new materials 
and the overall desire to connect the past with the future. Keeping in mind 
the words of Lavoiser, “In nature nothing is created and nothing is lost, 
everything is transformed”, I use photographic film as the main material for my 
proposal.
The 21st century, dominated by digital operation, tends to set film in the 
background. The photographic film, as a chemically reactive material, records 
a fixed or still image when the film is exposed to light. We should turn on the 
light to see our past.
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earrings•90mm x 5mm•
    photographic film,plexiglass, silver
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